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TWIN-PATH® EXTRA SLINGS

OPTIC FIBER TELL-TAILS AND TELL-TAIL 
TAGS LET yOU kNOW WHEN THE SLING 
HAS BEEN OvERLOADED OR DAMAGED .

Proudly made in our shop
in Atlanta, Georgia

TPXC This is the world’s first truly ergonomic sling. It has a bulked nylon outer cover for supe-
rior abrasion resistance. These are made in sizes up to 500,000 lbs. vertical rated capacity. 
Larger capacity slings are available on special order. Extra Heavy Duty Covermax® is standard 
on 40,000 lb. vertical capacity and higher. These slings have overload tell-tails,, inner red cover, 
and are used worldwide in place of wire rope slings for heavy lifts. They are about 10% of the 
weight of a steel sling. These products are repairable. The Twin-Path® patented design provides 
the rigger with two connections between the hook and the load for redundant back-up protection. 
These slings have 1% stretch at rated capacity compared to braided polyester round slings 
which can stretch up to 9%. If ergonomics, productivity and safety are important, then these 
slings are the only choice. This is the lightest and strongest sling on the market today with 
K-Spec® the longest lasting load bearing core yarn, backed by independent testing. All slings 
have fiber optic internal inspection system.

TWIN-PATH® EXTRA LIFTING SLINGS w/HIGH PERFORMANCE FIBERS & TELL-TAILS

Lengths up to 100 ft. Fabricated in our shop to meet your 
delivery and project requirements

Sling can fail if damaged, misused or overloaded . Inspect before use . Damaged sling shall not be used . Use only if trained . Do 
not exceed rated capacity .Observe rated capacity . Protect sling from being cut by load edges, corners, protrusions and 
abrasive surfaces . Avoid exposure to acid, alkali, sunlight and temperature over 180°F . DEATH or INJURy can occur from 
improper use or maintenance .

WARNING


